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3HOW TO GROW YOUR FACEBOOK PAGE BY 193%

INTRODUCTION
Tired of low Facebook engagement? Unhappy with your page growth?

If you’ve tried everything to get seen in the news feed, but nothing works, we 
have good news.

Organic reach might not be what it once was, but it’s far from dead.

How do we know? Because we’ve proven through our 193% growth that 
Facebook organic reach is alive and well!

Say, what? 193% growth in 12 months? That’s right, but don’t take our word 
for it.

Jade Furubayashi, Brand Marketing Manager of Simply Measured, the most 
respected data analysis tool on the market, analyzed our mind-blowing 
growth and found that:

In 2015, the Post Planner Facebook account grew their fan base 
from 98K to 289K (+193%) with nearly no paid promotion. Growth 
really started to take off in October. During October - December, the 
Post Planner Facebook fan count grew by 65%.

                (Facebook Page Insights Report)Facebook activity from 1/1/2015 - 12/31/2015

https://app.simplymeasured.com/viewer/n9rbe9nhw7e9gphr646rcf9ak9v95x/3708209#/tabs/Charts
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And here’s the best part. We’re taking all of the data they compiled and we’re 
sharing that insight with you.

Because sure, the days of throwing up a Facebook post and watching 
engagement soar are long gone.

But we’re celebrating that fact. And you should too.

Rather than pranks to beat the algorithm, Facebook is asking that you step up 
your game.

This requires that you know what tactics work, and which ones don’t. To do 
that, you need knowledge and a willingness to test, track and measure results. 

Just like we did. Repeatedly and without fail.

So, while the Facebook landscape has changed, don’t let that deter you. In 
fact, let it empower you.

Why? Because the ability to stand out and shine has never 
been better. 

Even with the never ending Facebook doom and gloom.

• If your page has over 100,000 likes, you may be seeing numbers as low as 
5% organic reach.

• According to Neil Patel, there are over 3 million links shared on Facebook 
every hour.

• Facebook has a responsibility to their shareholders to maximize returns. As 
Jay Baer said, “Facebook cares about THEIR business, not YOUR business.”

Ouch! But not a surprise, right? Just like marketers, Facebook is trying to 
increase engagement. 

At the most basic (and granular level) the algorithm works like this. You log in 
and see the most relevant, timely and high quality posts in your news feed.

http://neilpatel.com/2015/09/27/13-secrets-thatll-boost-your-facebook-organic-reach/
http://www.convinceandconvert.com/social-media-tools/this-chart-explains-the-reachpocalypse-and-why-facebook-is-laughing-all-the-way-to-the-bank/
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This often translates into tough times for marketers competing for that space. 
Especially ones with a cookie cutter plan and brand image.

No matter how you look at it, the status quo isn’t producing results. Neither is 
an average Facebook presence. 

You have to be savvy and agile to get seen in the news feed and noticed by 
your audience.

So, how about it? Let’s break the cycle of decreasing organic Facebook reach 
once and for all.

We did it with our Facebook page, and now we’re sharing the details with 
you....every step.

In this ebook, we share exactly what we did at Post Planner to increase our 
page growth by 193% in 12 months.

And our Facebook audience by 65% in 3 months!

 
 

 

          (Facebook Page Insights Report) 

But more than that, we’ll show you what led to our explosive growth -- and 
how you can do the same.
 

Post Planner Facebook Audience Growth

https://app.simplymeasured.com/viewer/glcxcn63cywjp8bwen26yf6r66vdvw/3708213#/tabs/FacebookFanPage
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These are no-fluff, data-driven ways to instantly 
grow your page.

And before you ask (and we know you will) we 
were able to sustain our growth, while only 
relying on very little paid promotion. (Only .2% 
of your Impressions were generated from paid 
activities). 

So come along for the ride. We know you’re going to enjoy these 10 tips on 
how you can boost page growth and increase organic reach.

Thank you to the Simply Measured team for the effort and hard work put into 
this analysis. We are thrilled to share these findings!

(Want to create reports for your own page?  Use Simply Measured’s Free Social 
Media Analytics Tools)

http://simplymeasured.com/#sm.0000r2bwg7140ncxzzw5w8qesr71s
http://simplymeasured.com/free-social-media-tools/#sm.0000r2bwg7140ncxzzw5w8qesr71s
http://simplymeasured.com/free-social-media-tools/#sm.0000r2bwg7140ncxzzw5w8qesr71s
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• Go to Facebook search and type in your industry 

or niche keyword (e.g. “motivational quotes”)

• Сhoose a Page that looks relevant to your audience. 
Now click “like.” Liking one is the key to finding more 
just like it.

• “More Pages You May Like” will now show up. 
Displayed will be 20-30 pages with content similar to 
the one you just liked.

• Right click on the Page thumbnail and open it 
in a new tab. (without changing the current tab)

• Repeat the process until 50-60 tabs are open. Not 
all Pages will have good content, so choose wisely.

• Evaluate the content on each Page. See whether 
the Page is posting valuable, engaging, and interesting 
content you will want to pull from.

FIND FACEBOOK 
CONTENT SOURCES

PRO TIP

• Create a folder in Post Planner FIND. It’s easy to do.

• Name it “Motivational Quotes” (replace with your 
keyword)

• Add Pages to the folder. You can do that by pasting 
in the URLs of the Facebook Pages you like, and once 
they appear, drag them over to the folder you’ve just 
created.

Now what? Well, you could bookmark 
the tabs and come back to them 
regularly. Or you could create a 
Facebook list. But here’s a better way:
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HERE’S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
THESE TWO TYPES OF CONTENT:
The foundation of increasing your Facebook organic marketing reach is 
sharing content your fans like, enjoy and want. But for many Facebook page 
managers -- that’s easier said than done.

It can be tough to pinpoint that type of content. And chances are, if you don’t 
know what kind of content you’re looking for, you’ll find something else.

The way we go about this at Post Planner is simple and effective.

All of the content we post on Facebook can be put into 2 buckets -- it’s what 
we call our chum content and our baited hooks content.

It’s a method Josh Parkinson, our founder and CEO, has talked about many 
times in his trainings.

You can learn more about this method and download our infographic at  
How to Use Facebook to Drive Traffic to Your Website… and Get MORE 
Customers.

Let’s say you’re fishing in the Facebook pond of potential customers.

First you throw some chum content in the water to get the fish interested. 
You want them to be swimming around your boat.

 
Your chum content is the 3rd party, engaging content that 
works well on almost any Facebook page. It comes in 3 forms:

• Text updates (questions, fill-in-the-blanks, trivia, etc.)

• Photos (memes, caption contests, viral images, etc.)

• 3rd party links

https://www.postplanner.com/how-to-use-facebook-to-drive-traffic-to-website-get-customers/
https://www.postplanner.com/how-to-use-facebook-to-drive-traffic-to-website-get-customers/
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Each time someone likes one of your engaging posts -- 
they signal to Facebook that they want to see more of 
your content in their news feed.

Then you toss some baited hooks content into the water.

These are links to your new blog posts, your evergreen content and other info 
from your blog or website.

These link posts to your blog or website will be seen more in the news feed 
based on the engagement your prior post received (ie. the funny photo).

Since your audience is already paying attention and engaging with your chum 
content, they’ll most likely click on some of your baited hooks too. 

Then once they’ve been brought back to your website or blog -- you have the 
opportunity to get them onto your email list, into your funnel and eventually 
convert them into customers.

During the 12 months our Facebook page grew 193% -- we followed this 
simple strategy. We continuously alternate between these 2 types of content.

Now let’s circle back around to the original question…

How will you find that type of content? Locating your engaging 
chum content is easy…

We use Post Planner to find that type of content, and you can too!

It does all the heavy-lifting for you and keeps the process simple.

Post Planner was built for engagement. The fastest way to get more 
engagement on Facebook is to post content that has already been proven to 
get engagement.

The chum content in Post Planner is already audience-tested and has already 
performed well on Facebook.

 

https://www.postplanner.com/media-kit/
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Here’s an example of engaging chum content:

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You’ll find tons of proven chum content within Post Planner.

Click over to How to Find the Best Content to Post on Social Media to see how 
to find it and post it in this step-by-step guide.

Creating your baited hook content is a little more involved…

During the 12 months our organic Facebook reach increased 193% -- we also 
saw a significant increase in referral traffic from Facebook to our blog.

We do a significant amount of blog planning before each post is written and 
published. We think about the customers we want to attract. 

https://www.postplanner.com/blog/best-content-to-post-on-social-media/
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THEN WE ASK OURSELVES A FEW QUESTIONS.

• What are they struggling with?

• What problems do they need solved?

• How can we help them solve those problems?

• How can we become a valuable resource for our targeted audience?

Each one of our blog posts, infographics, ebooks and live events is designed 
to solve a problem for our current or potential customers.

Think about your new content the same way. How can you provide value in 
your niche? What problems can you solve?

Here is an example of baited hook content:
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WHY IS THIS KEY FOR INCREASING 
YOUR ORGANIC REACH?
Because if you can tap into content that resonates with your audience -- you’ll 
be able to maintain your audience’s engagement as your page grows.

Simply Measured took this into consideration in their case study analysis of 
Post Planner’s page growth.

According to Jade Furubayashi, Brand Marketing Manager at 
Simply Measured, “Despite intense growth MoM, Post Planner was 
able to maintain the percentage of audience that was engaging 
with their posts. This is truly remarkable. Usually, when audiences 
grow, you’ll see the % of audience engaging rapidly trend 
downward. When your audience grows by 193%, you expect to see 
this number go down, but PostPlanner only saw a small drop off. 
This is a nod to the content’s resonance – clearly it was resonating 
with both old and new fans alike.

 
                     (Facebook Page Insights Report) 
 
 
In order to replicate this result on your own 
page, you’ll need to find (and create) content 
that your fans like, enjoy and want. Follow the 
formula we laid out above. It works!

Post Planner sees a dip in audience engaging, despite a 193% growth 

https://app.simplymeasured.com/viewer/n9rbe9nhw7e9gphr646rcf9ak9v95x/3708209#/tabs/Charts
https://app.simplymeasured.com/viewer/n9rbe9nhw7e9gphr646rcf9ak9v95x/3708209#/tabs/Charts
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Writing and sharing evergreen content is an important part of our strategy to 
continuously increase organic Facebook reach.

WHAT IS EVERGREEN CONTENT?
Evergreen content is timeless and sustainable. It’s content that your audience 
will always find relevant. It’s not tied to a specific date or event. It’s content 
that feels fresh for months (or even a year) after it’s written.

Here are 49 Evergreen Content Ideas that might spark your creativity.

How will writing and sharing evergreen content help you 
increase your organic Facebook reach?

You can continuously recycle these posts on your Facebook page. This will 
ensure you consistently have valuable content being posted. You’ll reach a 
new audience each time it posts -- and those posts will continue to help and 
educate people over time.

Your high quality evergreen content will establish 
thought leadership within your industry and help you 
be perceived as a leader in your niche.

Once you schedule about 15 pieces of evergreen content to rotate on your 
page -- start supplementing them with new evergreen blog posts as you 
publish them. Add the new posts to your recycling plan with the others.

Soon you’ll have an entire library of your own high quality evergreen content 
to use on your page. At Post Planner, we have close to 500 evergreen posts 
from our blog that continuously rotate on our page.

All of this is very easy to do with the recycle button in Post Planner. Since 
these recycled posts will continuously publish on your page, you’ll save a lot 
of time.

http://www.studyweb.com/blogging/content-ideas/
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USE THIS EXTRA TIME TO:

• Engage with your fans

• Answer questions

• Make important connections

• Leave thoughtful comments on other pages

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Want to increase the engagement rate on your posts? Try using Facebook’s 
organic post targeting.

This is a tool you can setup if you’re the admin on your page. Just go to Settings, 
click on “Targeting and Privacy for Posts” then click on “Allow targeting and 
privacy options when I create posts on my page.”

Targeting your posts to a specific audience is one of the 
most powerful ways to increase your Facebook reach.

You’re probably familiar with how effective it can be to target your Facebook 
ads -- now think about doing that for your posts.

FACEBOOK ALLOWS YOU TO TARGET YOUR ORGANIC POSTS 
BASED ON 8 CRITERIA:

• Age

• Location

• Language

• Gender

• Educational Level

• Relationship Status

• Interests

The idea is that you target your posts to a specific audience based on the 
content. Who would find the most value in that post? Can you narrow down 
your ideal reader based on those 8 criteria?

The interest targeting is what you’ll most likely find to be the most useful 
(although be sure to complete all the options). You can add 4-10 interests 
based on your post.

You can use the Facebook Audience Insights tool to help you determine 
which interests to choose. You’ll be able to aggregate detailed info about your 

https://www.facebook.com/business/news/audience-insights
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audience which will provide insight into your targeted audience.

Just like with Facebook ads -- the more targeted you can be, the more success 
you’ll have with increasing your engagement. Spend some time thinking about 
your ideal audience for that particular post!

By targeting your post carefully (instead of sending your post out to all your 
fans) -- your engagement rate will almost certainly increase.

Don’t forget to test your results and make tweaks to your targeting so you 
can refine your strategy each time. Post targeting is included in the Master, 
Agency and Venture plans at Post Planner.
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You’re already familiar with the 7 Facebook calls to action you can choose for 
your page -- but are you also using a call to action in your posts too?

You should be! Let your users know what the next step is that you want them 
to take. Be clear and specific. 

It might take some testing to nail it with your call to actions -- keeping it simple 
is always a good rule of thumb. Once you find the ones that work best for you, 
use them over and over again!

https://www.postplanner.com/facebook-call-to-action-button-for-pages/
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WHY IS USING A COMPELLING CALL TO 
ACTION IMPORTANT?
You might be pushing out some really good content -- but if you aren’t asking 
your audience to get involved, it might be hurting your numbers.

In other words --  ask your Facebook fans to interact with your posts.

For example:

You might typically type something like, “Which is better, Star Wars or Star 
Trek?”

(hint: it’s Star Wars)

Instead, consider adding a call to action to this post by typing, “Which is 
better, Star Wars or Star Trek? Tell us in the comments!”

(hint: it’s still Star Wars)

Simply put, people will be more likely to interact with your posts if you ask 
them to do so.

If your engagement is flat and your reach isn’t there -- it 
could be because you aren’t using a call to action in your 
posts. Once you start using them effectively, it’s going to 
make a big difference.

The majority of engagement on our Post Planner page in 2015 was due to 
shares. It’s because we aren’t shy about asking our fans to share our content! 
That call to action in our posts works well for us.
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According to Jade Furubayashi, Brand Marketing Manager at 
Simply Measured, “Post Planner encourages fans to share their 
content. Photos are Post Planner’s most popular content type and 
shares are the most popular form of engagement on these posts. 
Out of Post Planner’s 7,390,122 engagements in 2015, 76% were 
shares. This type of behavior gives PostPlanner the opportunity to 
get more eyes on their content, and thus more potential Page Fans.

                    (Facebook Fan Page Report)

 
One call to action that seems to get people interacting is one that applies to 
the context of an engaging photo.

For example, when you post a photo, type something that applies to the photo 
like:

“Click like IF you’ve had an awesome summer!”

Try this formula:

“Click like/comment IF [insert condition]”

For example, if you type, “My pet bird flew away.” -- you’ll probably get some 
sad Facebook reactions.

76% of Post Planner’s engagement in 2015 was shares

https://app.simplymeasured.com/viewer/glcxcn63cywjp8bwen26yf6r66vdvw/3708213#/tabs/FacebookFanPage
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But if you type, “My pet bird flew away -- leave a comment if you’ll miss 
him.” -- you’ll probably increase your Facebook engagement on that post.

People are busy (and lazy). Guide them to what they should do next. Give 
them a reason to stop at your post and engage with it instead of scanning 
passed it in their news feed. 
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Many social media professionals won’t share other people’s content on their 
Facebook page -- and we think that’s a mistake.

THERE ARE MANY BENEFITS TO SHARING CONTENT FROM 
OTHER SOURCES:

• Sharing other people’s content instantly adds value to your page since it 
adds variety in the content you share. It helps you become the “go-to” place 
for good content in your niche (regardless of where it originated).

• Sharing other people’s content is often called “sharing the love.” It’s one of 
the fastest ways to get the attention of influencers and other people you 
respect on Facebook.

• Sharing other people’s content (even content from your competitors) makes 
you look confident and sure about your position in your industry.

• Sharing other people’s content shows your fans that your focus is on 
THEM, not YOU. It shows that your first priority is sharing valuable content 
(regardless of the source).

• Sharing other people’s content builds good Facebook karma! What comes 
around goes around -- and often others will take notice of your page and 
start sharing your content when they see you doing the same.

When you share other people’s content -- don’t forget 
to add a thoughtful comment about it. Share your 
perspective and start a conversation.

Tell your fans why you think that piece of content is relevant and important.

If you’re sharing a photo or funny meme from another page, the focus will 
be on the content itself and not so much on the original source. In those 
cases, just a funny comment about the picture is usually enough to spark 
engagement.
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HOW DO YOU FIND AND SHARE OTHER 
PEOPLE’S CONTENT QUICKLY AND 
EASILY?
You use Post Planner of course!

Maybe you have a list of Facebook pages that share relevant content that 
your audience would like. If not, you can use a Facebook trick to find pages 
that you might want to share content from. Read how to do it at How to Find 
the Best Content to Post on Social Media.

Once you have your list of Facebook pages -- you can add the URLs in the 
“Find” section of Post Planner. (or you can add RSS feeds, Twitter handles, 
Instagram handles or keywords)

Then compile those pages into a folder so you can see all that content 
consolidated and ranked in one view. Then when you see a post you want to 
share, just click the share button.

It’s that easy!

https://www.postplanner.com/blog/best-content-to-post-on-social-media/
https://www.postplanner.com/blog/best-content-to-post-on-social-media/
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Posting engaging photos is one of the cornerstones of the explosive growth 
we’ve experienced on our Post Planner Facebook page over the past year.

According to Jade Furubayashi, Brand Marketing Manager at 
Simply Measured, “For Post Planner, it’s all about photos. Although 
photos only made up 38% of their posts last year, photos were 
clearly the dominant driver of engagement for the page.

              

              (Facebook Page Insights Report)

 
We all know from Pinterest that people love eye candy. Here at Post Planner, 
we’ve seen the same to be true on Facebook!

One of the reasons people love Facebook is because they like to be entertained. 
They want to see something that makes them laugh. They want to share funny 
pictures with their friends.

But using humor on Facebook goes beyond just making people laugh.

Humor allows you to get alongside your fans. It humanizes 
your brand. It makes your page approachable and fun.

Using funny and entertaining photos in your Facebook marketing adds 
personality and life to your page. It lets people connect to a different side of 

Despite occupying only 38% of Post Planner’s content mix, photos were 
the predominant driver of engagement in 2015

https://www.facebook.com/postplanner
https://app.simplymeasured.com/viewer/n9rbe9nhw7e9gphr646rcf9ak9v95x/3708209#/tabs/Charts
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your business, and it lets you build stronger connections with your fans.

Leveraging humor is a great way to invite interaction on your page!

One reason we’re able to get outstanding engagement on the funny photos 
we post is because we use the viral photos within Post Planner. It’s one of the 
most powerful features of the app. They can help you get the same results on 
your page too!

Each photo in Post Planner is audience-tested and ranked based on how well 
it’s performed on Facebook already. It’s proven content.

If you choose a photo that has done very well on another page -- chances are, 
that same photo will do well on your page. You can read more about how 
using data driven content will help you get better results at Why Data Driven 
Social Media is Smart Marketing.

Here at Post Planner we eat the dog food -- and we are very proud to say that 
the funny and entertaining pictures we post come directly from within our 
own app! There are thousands of photos to choose from in Post Planner. 

Warning - Once you start looking at them, you won’t be able to stop!

https://www.postplanner.com/blog/data-driven-social-media-is-smart-marketing/
https://www.postplanner.com/blog/data-driven-social-media-is-smart-marketing/
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If you want to grow your organic Facebook reach -- you need an awesome 
community manager!

We think we have the best community manager in the world here at Post 
Planner, and although it’s a team effort -- her contributions have played a 
major role in our explosive organic growth.
   

The best community managers make people feel special. 
That personal interaction keeps those fans coming back 
for more.

 
They respond to all comments and go out of their way to make sure fans 
know they’re paying attention. Your fans will be more likely to engage with 
your posts if they know someone is on the other side listening.

Your community manager is the liaison between you and your fans. Don’t 
underestimate the importance of this position. An awesome community 
manager can play a huge role in your organic growth just like ours has!

If that person is you -- approach every day with a goal of being an AWESOME 
Facebook community manager!

If that person is someone else -- choose someone with the traits we’ve listed 
above.
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There’s been a lot of controversy about the best times to post on Facebook.

You can follow the times that many popular studies have said are best -- but 
often there is a discrepancy about time zones in those reports. Plus, they 
may be based on pages around the world that may or may not be relevant to 
where your fans are.

Then there is the theory that it’s better to post at off peak times because there 
is less competition in the news feed during those hours.

We recommend starting with the data in your Insights. Go to the “When Your 
Fans Are Online” tab. 

For even more insight into when your audience is online and where they live 
-- check out the Simply Measured Free Facebook Insights Report.

Here at Post Planner, since we have a global audience, we post around 
the clock.

According to Jade Furubayashi, Brand Marketing Manager at 
Simply Measured, “One of the most important parts of successfully 
managing a brand’s social media presence is understanding the 
brand’s audience and their habits. For Post Planner, only 50% of 
their audience is located in the US. 10% are in India, 6% are in the 

http://simplymeasured.com/freebies/facebook-insights
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Philippines and UK, 4% in Canada and 24% in other countries. 
As you can see below, Post Planner caters to multiple timezones, 
posting all throughout the day and night. This bodes extremely well 
for catching people in different parts of the world and has certainly 
led to their explosive engagement and growth.

 

            

              (Facebook Page Insights Report)

          (Facebook Page Insights Report)

Only 50% of Post Planner's audience is located in the US, they post to 
Facebook throughout the day and night to hit multiple time zones

https://app.simplymeasured.com/viewer/n9rbe9nhw7e9gphr646rcf9ak9v95x/3708209#/tabs/Charts
https://app.simplymeasured.com/viewer/n9rbe9nhw7e9gphr646rcf9ak9v95x/3708209#/tabs/Charts
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The Simply Measured Facebook Page Insights Report (linked above) will 
give you a place to start -- but it’s still important to do your own testing with 
different posting times. 

You might even try posting at times right before the 
peaks. That way, when those people grab their phones 
to check their news feed -- your post will be waiting for 
them.

We’ve found that posting at :45 passed the hour works well for us. People 
often go into meetings and appointments at the top of the hour. We like to 
post right before then so when they check into Facebook on their phones 
right before those appointments begin, our posts are right there fresh in their 
news feed.

Keep tweaking your times until you find the most optimal organic times to 
post for your page!

Now that we've talked about the best organic times to post -- 
let's touch on post frequency.

 
How often are you posting? Can you increase your posting schedule without 
sacrificing the quality and value of the info in each post? If so, you might 
consider posting more.

We increased our post frequency during the last 3 months of 2015 -- which 
contributed to our massive organic growth.

 
According to Jade Furubayashi, Brand Marketing Manager at 
Simply Measured, “During the first 9 months of 2015, Post Planner 
averaged 247 posts /month. During their explosive growth period 
(October - December), PostPlanner averaged 319 posts / month, a 
29% increase.
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                   (Facebook Fan Page Report)

“In previous periods of high growth (March and July), Post Planner would see 
an increased number of total impressions. However, they were often followed 
by huge declines (-57% and -68%). However, in November, Post Planner was 
able to maintain their number of total impressions MoM, only decreasing by 
3%. This is a function of maintaining posting cadence and content resonance.”

           

 

 

   

                           (Facebook Page Insights Report)

Post Planner increased their brand posting frequency by 29%

Post Planner sustained monster impressions numbers 
MoM for the first time in November and December

https://app.simplymeasured.com/viewer/glcxcn63cywjp8bwen26yf6r66vdvw/3708213#/tabs/FacebookFanPage
https://app.simplymeasured.com/viewer/n9rbe9nhw7e9gphr646rcf9ak9v95x/3708209#/tabs/Charts
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If you have a global audience like we do here at Post Planner, look at your 
current posting schedule.

Are there large blocks of time that you’re leaving open with no posts? Are you 
hitting all the right time zones for your audience?

Again, dig into your demographics and get to know your audience. Adjust your 
posting times and frequency accordingly. Then test, test and test! Soon you’ll 
find the right times and frequency that work best for you and your audience.



9
MAXIMIZE YOUR 
GROWTH WITH 

VISUAL MARKETING
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Visual marketing is the practice of using visual aids (branded images, 
infographic, charts, photos, video, etc.) to tell your brand’s story.

Since visuals are consumed by the reader in only a few 
seconds -- it’s an easy way to quickly grab the attention 
of busy people scanning their news feed.

There’s no denying the power of visual content on Facebook. It has been a 
dominating force on Facebook over the past several years.

We scratched the surface about the importance of using funny and 
entertaining photos in Chapter 6 -- but now it’s time to dive deeper into how 
visual marketing can put your content on the map. (and explode the organic 
growth of your Facebook page)

HERE’S A FEW VISUAL MARKETING STATISTICS FROM 
HUBSPOT.

You can read more at 37 Visual Content Marketing Statistics You Should Know 
in 2016.

• Researchers found that colored visuals increase people’s willingness to read 
a piece of content by 80%. 1

• Facebook posts with images see 2.3X more engagement than those without 
images. 2

• Buffer reported that for its user base, tweets with images received 150% 
more retweets than tweets without images. 3

• Infographics are liked and shared on social media 3X more than other any 
other type of content. 4

• People following directions with text and illustrations do 323% better than 
people following directions without illustrations. 5

• Visual content is more than 40X more likely to get shared on social media 
than other types of content. 6

• Articles with an image once every 75-100 words got double the number of 
social shares than articles with fewer images. 7

http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/visual-content-marketing-strategy
http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/visual-content-marketing-strategy
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• 34% of marketers selected visual assets as their most important content, 
behind blogging (45%) and before videos (19%). 8

• Content with relevant images gets 94% more views than content without 
relevant images. 9

One of the fastest ways to boost low Facebook engagement is to implement 
a visual marketing plan.

Use images that are a banquet for the eyes – bold, 
beautiful, eye-catching and simple to scan

WHAT ARE THE COMPONENTS OF AN 
ENGAGING VISUAL IMAGE?

1. Use color! Images with bold colors are eye-catching and shareable. They 
catch people’s attention in the news feed.

2. Choose words and fonts that match your brand's messaging. Is your 
brand playful? Serious? Fun? Educational? The words and font you choose 
for your images will play a role in how your brand is perceived by your fans.

3. Pay attention to the size! Make sure the image you create for Facebook 
displays well. A stunning image with a strong message can still fall flat if it 
doesn’t look nice in the news feed.
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Visual marketing is an important 
component of our Facebook 
marketing strategy at Post 
Planner.

With all the low cost (and free) tools available 
to you -- creating relevant, high quality 
images for Facebook is a no brainer.

You can see our favorite tools by clicking 
over to 13 Must-Have Marketing Tools for 
Engaging Facebook Images [Infographic].

https://www.postplanner.com/blog/marketing-tools-for-engaging-facebook-images/
https://www.postplanner.com/blog/marketing-tools-for-engaging-facebook-images/
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Like we mentioned before, there are thousands of images in Post Planner 
that have already been audience-tested and ranked. We choose images that 
have a 4 or 5 star rating and post them on our Facebook page. It’s that easy!
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Since Canva is integrated into Post Planner, it’s also simple to brand your 
images by dropping a logo on them or adding a message. You can do all this 
without leaving Post Planner!

If you would like to learn more about visual marketing -- you’re welcome to 
download a free copy of our How to Create Visual Content for Maximum 
Social Impact ebook. It’s jammed packed with valuable tips for creating your 
most stunning visual content ever!

https://www.postplanner.com/amazing-visual-content-facebook-ebook/?__hssc=135610414.5.1457965397784&__hstc=135610414.c7ce7032cd941fd6ed62b30ff9224c78.1430653450857.1457957479217.1457965397784.1133&__hsfp=242101446&hsCtaTracking=ccf3c2cb-ccb5-49e4-bacd-97a1ded4d390%7Cfe9c6a32-9067-42a3-937a-8eb1d82a70a1
https://www.postplanner.com/amazing-visual-content-facebook-ebook/?__hssc=135610414.5.1457965397784&__hstc=135610414.c7ce7032cd941fd6ed62b30ff9224c78.1430653450857.1457957479217.1457965397784.1133&__hsfp=242101446&hsCtaTracking=ccf3c2cb-ccb5-49e4-bacd-97a1ded4d390%7Cfe9c6a32-9067-42a3-937a-8eb1d82a70a1
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The foundation of any popular Facebook page is high quality, relevant content 
that connects with the audience.

One of the most important things you can do to skyrocket your organic 
Facebook growth is delve into your Insights to see what content is working 
and what content isn’t.

Then repeat what’s working and stop doing what’s not!

 
It’s not about what kind of content you like or what 
kind of content you think your audience likes. It’s about 
finding content that resonates with your audience.

 
The only way to pinpoint this is to test and try different things. Then check 
your Insights or use Simply Measured’s Free Social Media Analytics Tools 
to determine how you can improve your Facebook marketing. Check your 
Facebook Insights or use Simply Measured’s Free Social Media Analytics Tools. 
You can also sign up for a free trial here!

In your Insights, you can easily see which type of post your audience engages 
with the most by clicking “Posts” on the left -- and then clicking “Post Types” 
at the top.

For us here at Post Planner, it’s clearly photo posts.

http://simplymeasured.com/free-social-media-tools/#sm.0000r2bwg7140ncxzzw5w8qesr71s
http://www.simplymeasured.com/trial
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You can also look at each individual post to get more data about the time of 
day a particular post published, the message typed in the update, length of 
update, etc.

If you would like more in-depth data, you can get that too! Just export your 
Insights into a spreadsheet that you can sort and analyze further.

If you’ve ever exported your Insights from Facebook before -- you know it can 
be an overwhelming amount of information!

Don’t be afraid to delete the columns of data you won’t use from your 
spreadsheet.
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There are 4 columns for you to pay close attention to:

Lifetime Total Likes - If this number is continuously growing, you know your 
content is resonating with your new fans. This number only tells part of the 
story though. As we mentioned earlier, it’s important that your content also 
continues to resonate with existing fans.

Friends of Fans - This number represents the total number of fans that your 
Lifetime Total Likes (above) have. It’s the number of people that your posts 
could potentially reach. Usually this number is much higher than people 
expect. If that’s the case for you -- it should inspire you to keep posting valuable 
content!

Lifetime Post Organic Reach - This number represents the total number of 
unique users who saw your post in their news feed or on your page’s timeline.

Lifetime Engaged Users - This number represents the total number of unique 
people who clicked anywhere in your posts.

If you would like to know how to take your Facebook Insights and create 
useful graphs and charts to track your progress in a more visual way -- click 
over to How to Analyze Facebook Insights to Improve Your Content Strategy 
on HubSpot.

Another key indicator in your Insights is your negative feedback. This will give 
you confirmation that your content is or isn’t resonating with your audience.

THERE ARE 4 FORMS OF NEGATIVE FEEDBACK THAT 
FACEBOOK TRACKS:

• Someone hides a specific post

• Someone hides all your posts

• Someone “unfans” your page

• Someone reports you as spam

Regardless of how hard you try, you won’t be able to make everyone happy all 
the time. In other words, some negative feedback is natural. What you want 

http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/31965/How-to-Analyze-Facebook-Insights-to-Improve-Your-Content-Strategy-With-Video.aspx
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to do is pay attention to any changes in negative feedback.

Simply Measured analyzed Post Planner’s negative feedback during our high 
growth phase of 2015.

Here’s what Jade Furubayashi at Simply Measured found, “As you grow in 
size, often times you can expect to see more negative feedback. During 
Post Planner’s high growth months (March, June, July, October, November, 
December), you can see an increase in negative feedback. However, from 
October-December, the amount of negative feedback was much lower than 
during previous periods of high-growth. Because of the relevancy of Post 
Planner’s content, users felt significantly less compelled to hide, report, or 
unlike as they did in other times of high growth.”

           

              (Facebook Page Insights Report)

 
The takeaway here is not to ignore your Insights!

Facebook provides a wealth of data to anyone 
interested in analyzing it. You may start noticing 
trends in posting times or content types. 
Make notes and adjust your posting strategy 
accordingly. But don’t stop there! Don’t be afraid 
to try new things and test often.

Post Planner managed to amass less negative feedback during 
its explosive growth stage as it had in previous growth periods

https://app.simplymeasured.com/viewer/n9rbe9nhw7e9gphr646rcf9ak9v95x/3708209#/tabs/Charts
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CONCLUSION
We hope that after reading this ebook, you’re confident you’ll be able to 
increase your own page’s organic Facebook reach. Take the 10 data-driven 
tips we’ve given you and execute each one on your page. And don’t forget to 
take advantage of Simply Measured’s Free Social Media Analytics Tools. 

Once you start making positive changes to your Facebook marketing, you’ll 
see the results quickly. When you see the current downward trend start to 
shift in the right direction, keep the momentum going by remaining consistent 
with your posting strategy.

Remember to look in your Insights often. We suggest at least once a week. 
Dig into the numbers. Make tweaks to your plan immediately as they’re 
needed. Don’t wait until there’s a problem to research the numbers. Instead, 
collect data frequently and use it to become a more savvy and agile Facebook 
marketer.

Thank you again to Simply Measured for all your research, data and beautiful 
reports. Simply Measured provides the world’s best social analytics! They can 
help you take all your social insights to a whole new level. Check them out!

http://simplymeasured.com/free-social-media-tools/#sm.0000r2bwg7140ncxzzw5w8qesr71s
http://simplymeasured.com/#sm.0000r2bwg7140ncxzzw5w8qesr71s
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So what did you think of our ebook? Like what you saw?

Awesome!... It’s time to dive deeper.

Are you ready to build a thriving Facebook business page with the data-driven 
tips we shared in this ebook?

If so, we invite you to take our Facebook 30-Day Challenge! 

Read on...

http://bit.ly/1TnrnPH

HOW TO INCREASE FACEBOOK 
ORGANIC REACH BY 193%

https://www.postplanner.com/facebook-30-day-challenge
http://bit.ly/1TnrnPH
http://bit.ly/1TnrnPH


 TRYING TO GROW YOUR 
FACEBOOK PAGE?

Grab our Proven Strategy!

Accept the challenge and sign up for this free training to 
receive 30 strategic Facebook tips for 30 consecutive days.

We’ll take you on a journey to implement all the data-driven 
tips we shared in this ebook. You’ll grow your own thriving 
page in 30 days!

Build a new Facebook business page from scratch or 
revitalize your existing page.

Benchmark your beginning and track your success 
throughout the whole challenge.

Learn how to find, plan and post predictive content that 
organically boosts engagement.

Finally get the Facebook results you want!

ARE YOU READY TO GROW YOUR OWN ORGANIC 
FACEBOOK REACH BY LEAPS AND BOUNDS?

Join the Facebook 30-Day Challenge:

https://www.postplanner.com/facebook-30-day-challenge

https://www.postplanner.com/facebook-30-day-challenge
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